
Product Details:
Model name: Home use deep wave hair iron F601J
Plate size: 100mm * 63mm upper shell, 100mm * 74mm down shell
Plate type: Fixed plate, cerampc coating
Shell material: PET shell
Logo: Silk printing
Lable: Technical label, wire label
Warranty: 2 years warranty
Package: 20pcs /CTN
MOQ: 1-100,000pcs
Delivery: 15 days after deposit(according to the quantity)
Service type: OEM, ODM, private label
Usage: Home usage, salon usage

 
 
Catalogue of F601J:
3pcs PTC heaters to make the durable heating up and balanced heating distribution, X type hair iron and W
shap plate, easy to make the deep wave without complex operation.

More details about F601J deep waver:
For this product, it's very easy to styling deep wave hair just with one hand to make the hair iron clip the hair
and hold a several seconds, it's very suitable for different types of hair.



We can also do different color for option:
The plate and shell color are optional, and it's customized according to requires, we need the reference color
such as sample or PANTONE number only, FBT do every kind of color only if you want or like.

Simple window box for reference, customized magnetic box:
Here is one of our simple window box with our FBT's logo for reference, but we usually produce the high
quality magnetic box for it, if you want, we can print your private logo, and design the box if the quantity
reached 1,000pcs.



Marketing selling points of professional deep waver F601J:
* Deep waver for easy-to-use, styling your hair with simple heating work
* 3pcs PTC heaters to support durable and balanced heating spread
* 4 temperature adjustable and suitable for different type of hair
* Deep wave designed triple curler, with most popular outlook
* X designed structure for labor saving
* Ceramic coating plate, and infused some other powder or argan oil to make health natural hair
* Auto shut-off power setting when stop working, most safety



Package and delivery:

Package details:

* Gift box package
* Size of GB: 37 * 10 * 5.3cm
* 20pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 56.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* G.W.: 17.0KGS
* N.W.: 10.0KGS
* 1*20GP: 11,000pcs
* 1*40GP: 21,000pcs

Express:  By sea, or by international express: UPS, DHL, FEDEX, TNT, EMS
etc

How to use it:
Professional designed deep waver triple curler is very popular and easy to work, you will know how
to use them when you handle this product.
The first step: wash your hair, dry it and brush smooth.
The second step: separate your hair to several section.
The third step: switch on the curler, and pick up a small section of your hair.
The fourth step: clip the section and wait for a seconds, then release them.
The fifth step:then clip the same section in different position, just following the first point, until you
finish the full section from root to tip.
Finally, finish the first section, and start the other sections, the next step is just repeat the first
section work.



The hair straightener can do curl hair you may interested in:
Argan oil high temperature hair straightener EHS-7422, is a professional hair flat iron can reah to
reah 240C,470F high temperature, it can do straight hair, and also can curl hair with simply
operation, you can transfer to this page if you like this product.



http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/High-temperature-hair-straightener-EHS-7422.html#.WAdK5eyECP0

